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IPMS Livonia is a non-profit 

educational organization 

created to promote and 

share the art of plastic 

modeling. The group meets 

at 8:00 p.m. every 2nd 

Tuesday of the Month.        

 Meeting Place:  The Pierson 
Center,  Suite 5,  32625 West Seven 
Mile Rd.,  Livonia, Michigan.     

Club Officers: 

President 

Tim Howell   
 (517) 861-7775   
howelltm@hotmail.com   
    
VP               

Bob Blevins 
(734) 664-3198 
blevins5@prodigy.net 
 
Treasure 

John Kesner 
(248) 880-6135 
johnkesner@frontier.com 
 
Secretary 
 
Mike Kendel 
Mkendel@sbcglobal.net 
  

Bull Sheet Staff:   

Editor in Chief  Ian P. Dow  

Associate Editor  Jeff Edge  

 

Club Dues  

IPMS US members:  

 $12 Non-IPMS US members:  $15 
Juniors:    $5   

Web Site :  www.ipmslivonia.org 
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Meeting is Tuesday the 9th of August at the Pierson Center. It is 

contest committee review about what is needed for upcoming 

show. This will only take about a ½ hour, but please come. 
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Summer Lovin 

 

Gentleman, 

As we swelter in this summer of high heat and humidity it reminds me of a summer when I was 

young and we had nothing but window fans. You stuck to everything and the only time it got 

cool was about 4 oclock in the morning. Being a young lad I enjoyed my time outside more 

than anything. It was the only place you could basically run wild and no one had any say over 

you. That was what I liked best about summer. It is what I think most kids never really enjoy 

anymore. Just the true freedom of getting on your bike and going to your buddies house and 

then finding some game or trouble to get into. As I remember one particular summer, the 

neighborhood I lived in were old Victorian homes from the 1920s in the city of Detroit, nobody 

had central air. A few people had window air conditioners, but honestly how cool was a 3500 

square foot home getting with only a couple window air conditioners. So to beat the heat we 

would head to the basement to ride out the hot afternoons.  

Model kits at the age of 10 and 11 were a means of spending an afternoon and getting all or 

most of it done and then returning the next day to paint or decal. Just a fun project to slap 

together and have something to do. Usually these were promptly taken outside and destroyed 

because honestly they were glue bombs poorly put together. One day someone’s older brother 

gave us a model magazine that showed an airplane painted up with the engine open and a 

touch of weathering. We all sat in amazement looking at what somebody was able to do with 

the same kind of models we were building. As most 10 year olds will tell you “Wow, they must 

have used all the parts and half the glue”. So for the rest of that hot summer we tried to 

duplicate some of the techniques we saw in that magazine. We added string for wire, we cut 

out paper seat belts, we stole a bottle of our moms nail polish to paint the nose cone red. I 

remember thinking it was one of my favorite summers of model building.  

By the next summer my friends were starting to grow weary of models, but I could not stop 

practicing. I have been practicing for the last 40 years and still get excited when I see new 

techniques and great ideas turned into models. I hope we all keep trying and never stop 

pushing the modeling boundaries. Forget about National Rules and how tall the trees are or 

what constitutes a diorama. Just let your imagination run wild and sometimes you will find 

inspiration in unlikely places, but those will be the models you like the best.  

Stay Cool, fool. 

Ian 
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All Club members. We are having a question and answer 

session at our next meeting in regards to the upcoming 

show in October. This will be a chance for the contest 

committee to fill in all the club members about what is 

going on the day of the show and what will be needed 

from our membership. We will discuss vendors, facility, 

awards and finances. It will be very important that we have 

club members volunteer the day of the show for not only 

specific jobs but as the day progresses we will have needs 

or jobs that need doing along the way.  

We are trying to make this go as painlessly as possible 

and the planning committee has been working tirelessly to 

try and iron out all the wrinkles. We all know that is never 

possible so we are just looking for club members to step 

up that day and help out as much as possible.  We have a 

lot of positive feedback from people and want to keep the 

energy moving forward. This should only take about a half 

an  hour of the clubs time but it will help keep the club 

members informed. 

Important message to all club members – Please 
Read 
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Ex-Presidents Bar B Que 
 

Ex-President’s BBQ 

 

Saturday, Aug. 13th, 5:00 pm until ….. 
 
 Everyone is invited to Steve’s for the annual ex-Presidential BBQ. Friends and 
family are welcome. Club will provide burgers, dogs, and soft drinks. If you’d prefer 
something more elaborate feel free to bring it along. Any snacks and side dish would also 
be appreciated. 
 
Driving directions to Steve’s. You’ll have to adjust for I-275 Northbound construction 
detours.  If you have any questions or get lost give me a call at (248)682-5874. 
 

to 1745 Revere Ct, West Bloomfield Township, MI 48324 from Seven Mile & 
I275 
 

      Start at Seven Mile W   
 
  1. Head east on Seven Mile W     0.2 mi  
  2. Turn left to merge onto I-275 N/I-96 W    2.9 mi  
  3. Take exit 165 for I-696 toward Port Huron    0.8 mi  
  4. Follow signs for M-5 N and merge onto M-5 W   6.2 mi  
  5. Turn right at N Pontiac Trail      1.7 mi  
  6. Turn left at Green Lake Rd      0.5 mi  
  7. Turn right to stay on Green Lake R     1.3 mi  
  8. Turn right at Commerce Rd      0.8 mi  
  9. Turn left at Hiller Rd       1.2 mi  
10. Turn right at Greer Rd      0.4 mi  
11. Take the 2nd left onto Charrington Dr   0.3 mi  
12. Turn right at Poppleton Dr      174 ft  
13. Take the 1st left onto Revere Ct  
 
       Destination will be on the left                  79 ft  
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The MINI countryman is the largest car in the MINI range, as you know the MINI is now owned by the 
German car maker BMW who reinvented the range attempting to keep the spirit of the original MINI alive. 
The Countryman takes its name from the Austin Mini Countryman that was built in the 1960’s as an estate 
car version if the Mini. The BMW MINI Countryman has a big range from the base MINI One, to the top of the 
range Cooper All4, with its 4 wheel drive system and John Cooper performance and styling upgrades. 
I have seen kits of the road going All4 Countryman in 1:24, but now Airfix have released the WRC in there 
popular 1:32 scale.  
The John Cooper MINI works WRC car was unveiled in 2011 and was MINIs re-entry into the rally scene since 
the 1960s. Using a BMW engine, and built by Pro-Drive the MINI entered the WRC in 2011 where it raced a 
few times, but took to the WRC fully in 2012. 

Mini Countryman WRC 
1:32 Plastic kit from Airfix 
From the Britmodeller Website 
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When you open the box you will see 3 sprues moulded in Grey, a single clear sprue and the cars body shell. 
This is moulded in white and captures the shape of the MINI well, there are various holes on the shell to 
locate the various bits and bobs. On my sample I can only see a couple of faint mould lines, just above the 
rear lights, that will require a swipe with a sanding stick to eradicate. You will need to paint the car red, 
before adding the various grills and vents to the openings, and the roof will need to be masked for its coat of 
white, I would add part C20 to the roof before painting as it’s also white on the finished model. Finally the A 
and B pillars will need a coat of Black paint before the windows and decals can be added. 
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The chassis is a single part and includes the inner wheel arches and some basic detail of the protective and 

aerodynamic plates under the car, the cabin floor is also on this sprue, and this has a good level of detail 

showing the pressings and shapes of the floor, as being a Rally car there is none of the carpets and sound 

deadening found in the cars on our drives! 
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The rest of the parts come over 2 grey sprues, the level of detail is very good for the scale, the roll cage is a 

multi part item that looks like it can be built before adding to the chassis, this will make it easier to paint and 

detail the car’s interior. I will follow up with some build feedback soon. The parts are well moulded, and as 

you would expect from a new kit there is no flash on the parts. 

OK, let down time, the tyres are poor again, the wheels look good and mirror the cars wheels but again the 

tyres have no tread or sidewall detail and they have the same disc to glue in the rear. The MINI Cooper 

needed some work to get this to fit so I hope this is better. 
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There is a clear sprue that comes in its own bag, it holds the windows for the car as you would expect, and it 

also has the lens for the headlamps, and tail lamps. They are clear and don’t look too thick. they locate into 

the shell with lugs around the roof. 
 

 
 

 

A decal sheet is included, it contains decals for the windows, both to include the sponsor logos, and 

thankfully the black trim seals that modern cars have, this will save masking and painting the edges of the 

windows. Thanks Airfix! 

The decals cover the MINI driven by the British driver Kris Meeke, who for Top Gear fans took Captain Slow 

against the  Olympian bobsled (Skeleton) racer Amy Williams in Lillehammer, the decals look good, well 

printed I hope the white in the checker flag covers the red without going pink so I look forward to giving them 

a go. 

Conclusion 

A nice model from Airfix, the scale is unpopular with some but it will allow you to cross with Scalextric parts 

especially the tires to give a well detailed model. Simple enough to be a quick build, but well detailed to be a 

nice build! 
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Mini Countryman WRC Build Up Review 
1:32 Plastic kit from Airfix 

By Ian P. Dow 
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I saw the online review of the Mini 

Countryman WRC on Britmodeller and 

thought well this is convenient since I am 

not only working on this model but almost 

have it completed. So I will give you the fast 

and dirty build review.  

Overall these new Airfix kits are really nice. 

They have pieces that are either keyed or 

slotted or fit tightly into other pieces. This is 

good I would say 90% of the time. There is 

that 10% of the time that when the pieces 

do not quite fit right or when you need to do 

some adjusting it gets a little harder 

because you are now trying to fit a square 

peg in a round hole. For the most part it can 

be overcome and you will be able to 

proceed. Sometimes it’s a little trickier. 

I started by priming all the parts with 

Tamiya white primer from a can. I think this 

still works the best. After that just about 

everything was covered in Tamiya Black 

Lacquer. This is a great prep paint for either 

black or using Alclad colors. The build went 

easy enough with the only real building per 

se was assembling the roll cage. There 

were several pieces that needed aligning to 

go together. After fumbling for awhile to get 

everything lined up, I realized that if I just 

used the pegs in the floor as a way to hold 

the cage up then I could get it glued. 

Problem solved.   

Next I used different shades of Alclad to 

make the various tones of metal and since 

this was primarily be an out of the box build 

I did not spend a ton of time adding extras. 
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 One of the two little things I added was 

the heat shrink tubing on the roll cage. 

This was done by selecting a length of 

brass rod about the same size as the 

actual styrene roll cage and then 

shrinking a piece of red heat shrink 

tubing over it. This was then gently cut 

down the middle and the tubing removed 

from the rod. The tubing was then placed 

over the roll cage and then glued down.  

The seats, sub floor, steering wheel and 

shifter were added, no surprises there. 

The dash did not come with any decal for 

the instrument panel which I thought was 

too bad because the Mini Cooper has 

that big speedometer in the middle. 

Considering how nice the other decals 

are the lack of that was a little surprising. 

I just printed a generic gage face off the 

internet and added that.  

The tires have no tread pattern so I just 

found a little rubber backing sheet used 

for sequins and just cut and rolled that 

around the tire. Instant tread. The wheels 

and breaks, assembled and then put on 

the car. As mentioned earlier this will not 

strain your model making skills and could 

really be used as a nice platform to turn 

this into something. With most cars the 

engine is the focal point and since this 

does not have one it is fairly limited as to 

what you can do but there is still plenty 

more that could have been done to this 

kit.  
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 The body was first painted with Tamiya 

primer and then with Tamiya Black 

Lacquer. It was then lightly polished and 

then sprayed with Alclad Chrome. When 

this was fully cured, it was sprayed with 

Alclad, clear blue. This is one of the best 

ways to get a nice candy apple paint job. 

After letting that cure for about a week, it 

was sprayed with a coat of gloss clear 

coat. When that was cured the decals were 

added. After they were on the car body it 

was again coated in a final layer of high 

gloss clear. Results turned out nicely. The 

car body then had its interior glass and 

body panels put in. They did not fit snug 

without any gaps as I was hoping but they 

fit well enough that it was not noticeable. 

After that the final glass decals were added 

and the car body was mated to the frame 

section. Overall the tight was fit and things 

lined up fairly well. A little massaging and 

pressing was needed but overall it turned 

out well. The next and final part was to add 

a couple MV lenses, put on bezels, and 

add the exterior little pieces and parts. 

Everything went together better than most 

kits and not as well as others. In the end it 

came out looking good. 

I do admit that these little Airfx kits are neat 

little additions and can be done relatively 

quickly or you can spend a long time 

making them even better. This is a good 

way to get kids involved or yourself back 

into the hobby. Recommended.   
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2016 Can-Am Contest News 

By: Phil Meean 
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In an effort to begin putting the pieces of the contest machine together, as someone aptly 

put it, we will start moving into the organizational phase of the contest. By this I mean we 

are going to begin assigning jobs or positions that will need to be covered on the contest 

day. Some of the jobs we will need to have covered are fairly straight forward and some will 

be more of just helping when needed. We will need to have as many club volunteers that 

day as we can get. We will also have a club table set up to showcase our work and will 

likely have a flyer set out listing our club times and what we do during the year like the swap 

meet and build days. The contest should run well with few headaches if we all pitch in and 

do a little. I will list below some of the jobs that we will need a hand at and if you would like 

to start thinking about where you might like to volunteer then we can start filling positions. 

1. Registration. 2-3 people. This will also only run till about 11 or noon. 

2. Raffle. Also 2-3 people but this will need to be broken up so that no one is stuck all 

day. So we will need about 4-6 people throughout the day. 

3. Table set up, this will be putting on the plastic table clothes, setting up the place 

cards that show the category number and seeing if there is ample room for the 

models in the category.  

4. Show runners. People who lend a hand where needed to help fill in a void as 

needed. Help with judging, raffle, scratching my back if it gets itchy. Fetching me my 

slippers and rubbing my feet if I need to take a break. You know the regular dignified 

position that a contest runner at a Livonia show should expect. This last one is to see 

if anyone is actually reading this or only glancing. An extra point for all those who 

respond. 

5. MC of the show. These duties will likely be split between a couple of the talkier 

people in the club so dont fret if you are worried about speaking in front of a large 

group. 

6.  There will be no make and take so that will not need any assistance. We will 

however possibly have outside entertainment such as the Rosie the Riveters and 

Rick might get one of his buddies to drive a tank around the parking lot or something 

so we should have someone who is able to liaison with these groups if need be. 

 

All of this is going to be hashed out in the next couple months but I would like folks to start 

stepping up and volunteering for positions so that we can start getting the logistics worked 

out ahead of time with whoever might be interested. That is it for now.  
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Model of the Year Standings 2016 

Greg Henderson                             23 points 

Ian Dow                               21points 

Alex Mierzejewski                          20 points 

Jerry Fraske             17 points 

Albert Divida             10 points 

Rick Forys                                       6 points 

John Kesner              6 points 

Mike Kendel                        4 points 

Chris Nichols               2 points 

Steve Freeman               1 point 

Tim Howell               1 point 

Jim Ashford               1 point 

 

Juniors 

Thomas Rye   10 points 

 

 

Contest Corner 
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Grilled Chicken Wings with Seasoned Buffalo Sauce 

By Jennifer Segal 

Servings: 4-6 as an appetizer 

Prep Time: 5 Minutes 

Total Time: 25 Minutes 

Ingredients 

For the Wings 

 3 pounds chicken wings (if whole, cut into sections; discard the wing tips or save for 

stock) 

 1-1/2 teaspoons kosher salt 

 1/2 teaspoon black pepper 

 Vegetable oil, for grill 

For the Seasoned Buffalo Sauce 

 6 tablespoons unsalted butter 

 1 clove garlic, minced 

 1/4 cup plus 2 tablespoons Frank's Red Hot Original Cayenne Pepper Sauce (or similar 

brand) 

 1/4 teaspoon kosher salt 

 1/2 teaspoon onion powder 

 1/2 teaspoon chili powder 

 3/4 teaspoon sugar 

 

 

Mess Hall. 

By: Grunty the Magic Pig 
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Instructions 

1. Heat the grill to medium-high. Season the wings with salt and pepper. 

2. Using grill tongs, dip a wad of paper towels in oil, then carefully rub the grill grate until 

glossy and coated. Grill the wings, covered, flipping occasionally, until they are golden 

brown, crispy and completely cooked through, about 20 minutes. Keep a close eye on 

the grill: if there are flare-ups or the wings begin to burn, move the wings to a cooler part 

of the grill or reduce the heat. You don't want grill marks on the wings; just a nice and 

even golden-brown color. 

3. While the wings are cooking, make the sauce. Combine the butter and garlic in a 

microwave-safe bowl. Cook for about one minute in the microwave until the butter is 

melted. Stir in the hot sauce, salt, onion powder, chili powder and sugar. Set aside. 

4. Dip the cooked wings in the sauce and serve immediately. Alternatively, serve the wings 

plain with the sauce on the side. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


